Marketer’s Playbook:
Enabling Collaborative Filtering
to drive Purchases & Engagement

Marketer’s Playbook:
Enabling Collaborative Filtering
Marketers know that they can drive nearly 10 times greater conversions by personalizing
their marketing messages based on each user’s purchasing and browsing history.
Collaborative Filtering helps you leverage the power of your website or app’s community
of shoppers to help craft useful recommendations for your users based on the behavior of
“People Like You” who browsed or purchased similar items.

Email for Melissa,
who recently
browsed sunglasses
on the app:

Email for Amy,
who recently
browsed dresses
on the website:

»
Collaborative
Filtering Recommendations can take a few different forms, including:
» View-> Purchase: For users who were browsing/viewing products, collaborative
filtering helps find the items that were purchased by others after viewing the same
items as the user
» View -> View: If you are interested in driving more engagement instead of purchase, you
can use collaborative filtering to recommend the items that others viewed after viewing
the same items as the user»
» Purchase -> Purchase: For users who recently purchased something, collaborative
filtering can be used to find the items that others purchased after purchasing the
same items as the user
To launch collaborative filtering recommendations across all marketing channels, start by
tracking all user behavior, then build models for the type of collaborative filtering you
intend to roll out, and connect the models with your marketing tools.

Collaborative Filtering With Blueshift
Blueshift makes it extremely easy to launch various forms of marketing, including emails &
push notifications, based on collaborative filtering.
First, create a dynamic segment of users you would like to target:

Then, customize your marketing templates using one of Blueshift’s several
personalization options, including multiple “People Like You” targeting types:

Launch & Measure Campaigns In Real Time
With Blueshift, you can launch & test “People Like You” and other automated campaigns
instantly, and track real-time results:

Blueshift is already integrated with your favorite marketing tools: tag managers, ESPs, push
notification providers & more. Including:
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